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“No Way Out: Why the
United States will be
Forced to Deliberately
Destroy the Dollar!”
“As stability is finally restored to
global financial markets,
government officials are looking
at a bleak future. A monetary
collapse now seems inescapable.
“Here’s why the US will
devalue the dollar on purpose—and
what this means to us as investors!”

“B

e not misled. So strong and irreversible
are America’s balance of payments
deficits, we must accept that at some future date
there will be a run against the dollar. Probably
the kind of disorderly run that precipitates a
global financial crisis… Those who now gladly
hold dollar assets will then reap the capital losses
that they are not now expecting.”
Who said this? A conspiracy theorist on latenight talk radio? A right-wing rabble-rouser on
Fox News? Or somebody who “clings to guns and
religion,” as President Obama contemptuously
said?
None of the above. Those are the words of Dr.
Paul A. Samuelson, winner of the Nobel Prize in
Economics.
He’s not alone in his assessment of the coming
dollar crisis. Here’s a quote from Arthur Laffer,
Distinguished University Professor of Economics
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James DiGeorgia, Editor

at Mercer University and former economic advisor
to President Reagan:
“Frankly, we haven't ever seen anything like
this in the U.S…

“To date what's happened is
potentially far more
inflationary than were
the monetary policies
of the 1970s...”
“...when the prime interest rate peaked at 21.5%
and inflation peaked in the low double digits.
Gold prices went from $35 per ounce to $850
per ounce, and the dollar collapsed on the
foreign exchanges.”
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And famed investor Jim Rogers (former
partner of George Soros and chairman of
Singapore-based Rogers Holdings) recently said,
“The world at large seems to understand innately
that governments are bankrupting themselves
and destroying paper currency.”
THE GOLD AND ENERGY ADVISOR

Why are all these men making such dire
predictions? Why are they expecting a collapse of
the dollar?
One of the reasons is that…

The Federal Reserve
is Trapped
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The Fed’s official responsibilities are to
maintain price stability and maximum
employment.
To accomplish these goals, it uses several
methods. One of the main ones is to manage
interest rates.
When the economy is running smoothly,
interest rate management is a fairly simple job.
To stimulate the economy, the Fed pushes rates
down. If the economy starts overheating, the Fed
eases them back up. This is a simple and
straightforward process.
But those days are gone. Today, to avoid a
monetary disaster, the Fed desperately needs to
raise rates—but to avoid an economic collapse, it
desperately needs to lower interest rates.
Obviously, it can’t do both.
I believe I know which option Bernanke will
choose. More about that later. First, let’s see
why…

The Fed Must Raise
Interest Rates
Today, the Fed’s benchmark interest rate is
barely above zero. In fact, depending on how you
measure inflation, the rate is actually negative.
In a healthy economy, this would wreak
havoc. Massive financial bubbles would form—
like the housing/mortgage bubble that exploded
and caused last year’s market meltdowns.
Not only that, the dollar would be inflating
rapidly. It would reflect the blowout of our money
supply. The US government has more than
doubled the monetary base in just 12 months.
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Normally, such wholesale debauchery of our
currency would cause foreign investors to
abandon US Treasurys and other dollardenominated debt. Low interest rates mean that
investors could make far better returns
elsewhere.
Obviously, this hasn’t happened—yet. When
the markets melted down last year, return on
capital became less important than return of
capital. So investors fled to the perceived safety of
US Treasurys.
But that’s not going to last forever. As the
global economy recovers, Treasurys aren’t going
to benefit from investors’ fears anymore. And
investors will be unwilling to lend to a bankrupt
nation without getting properly compensated for
the risk.
That’s why interest rates must rise. If they
don’t, investors won’t buy Treasurys. If investors
don’t buy Treasurys, the Fed will buy them
instead.
And when a nation’s central bank starts
buying its own debt, that’s the most direct form of
monetary inflation there is. It’s the classic recipe
for hyperinflation.
We see then that the Fed must raise interest
rates to protect the dollar. But that’s only one half
of the trap. The other half is that…

The Fed Must Keep
Interest Rates Low
There are several reasons why the Fed must
© 2009 The Silver & Gold Report, LLC. All rights reserved.

keep rates as low as possible for the foreseeable
future. The two biggest ones are jobs and housing.
At the beginning of the year, during the furor
over the $800 billion “stimulus” package,
Democratic leaders promised that unemployment
would not go over 9 percent if the package were
passed. Well, the package passed, and
unemployment is continuing to soar anyway. It’s
now up to 9.8 percent.
That’s a 26-year high. And it’s getting worse
instead of better. Employers cut 263,000 jobs in
September.
Many employers are desperately trying to stay
afloat. Consumer spending has fallen off a cliff,
and businesses are failing left and right.
A large part of the problem is that credit
markets are still semi-frozen. They aren’t as bad
as they used to be, but credit is still non-existent
for some sectors.
If interest rates can stay low for long enough,
credit should eventually become easier to obtain.
This will increase consumer spending. It will also
provide short-term liquidity for small businesses,
which are not only a huge part of American
capitalism, they rely more heavily on short-term
credit than any other business segment.
Then, once consumer spending recovers, and
businesses can smooth out their cash flows with
short-term credit again, business owners will be
more willing to hire employees.
But rates must stay low for this to happen.
So jobs are the first reason the Fed must keep
rates from rising. The second is the housing
market.
This is an ongoing disaster. Monthly
foreclosure filings have been above 300,000 for six
months in a row. According to the data analysis
firm RealtyTrac, a whopping 358,471 properties
received a default or auction notice or were seized
last month.
According to the Mortgage Bankers
Association, 1 of every 8 mortgage borrowers is
behind on his payments or in some stage of
foreclosure.
According to a Deutsche Bank analysis, 48% of
all Americans with mortgage loans will be
"underwater" on their mortgages by the end of
2010. Yes, about half of all mortgages will be
upside down in just another year or so.
America desperately needs the housing
market to stabilize. Until it does, any economic
recovery will be a mirage.
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But for that to happen, two things must occur.
First, unemployment rates need to come down.
Second, mortgage rates must remain low. Both
conditions mean interest rates cannot be allowed
to rise.
So we see that there are some reasons rates
must rise, and other reasons rates must fall.

Which Option
Will the Fed Pick?
Rates need to rise. Otherwise, once the global
economy recovers, the dollar’s value will plunge.
At the same time, rates need to stay low.
Otherwise, American businesses will not recover.
Unemployment will stay at multi-decade highs.
And the housing market will turn into a complete
shipwreck.
Which will the Fed sacrifice: the value of the
dollar, or the fundamental assets of the American
economy?
In today’s political climate, this one is a nobrainer. Congress and the White House have
made it clear that they will spend, spend, spend
regardless of the consequences. Washington’s
“strong dollar” policy has been a laughingstock for
years, but at least politicians paid lip service to it.
Now even that is gone.
In this environment, it seems clear that the
Fed will be forced to keep rates at artificially low
levels until the dollar’s value approaches that of
toilet paper.
In a sense, though, this doesn’t matter. The
Fed couldn’t save the dollar if it tried. Even if
rates were raised, there’s one more economic force
that will force the US to devalue the dollar
anyway.

Dollar Devaluation:
No Way Out
Even if we ignore everything discussed in this
issue so far, and even if we assume huge new tax
increases (a certainty) and huge savings from
health care reform (a fantasy), our national
finances are a disaster.

Our exploding national debts (present and
future) will crush the greenback. Unless the US
declares bankruptcy (which obviously won’t
happen), the only way out is a massive—and
probably deliberate—crash of the United States
dollar.
We see this when we calculate who will
actually be paying the national debt. According to
the Census Bureau, there are 117.7 million
households in the United States.
However, many of those people are below the
poverty line—about 14.5 million households, in
fact. They will be paying little toward this debt.
No, that burden will fall on the rest of us, who are
able to ‘afford’ it.
The national debt will hit $12.1 trillion
sometime this month. When we divide the debt by
the 103.2 million households who could be taxed
to pay for it, we see that each household—
including yours and mine—owes $117,248.
But it gets worse. Far worse, actually. The
national debt is miniscule compared to the
oncoming trainwreck of the federal social benefits
programs.
Back in 2002, the US Treasury commissioned
a groundbreaking economic analysis. It was
performed by Jagadeesh Gokhale (then Senior
Economic Advisor to the Cleveland Federal
Reserve), and Kent Smetters (then Deputy
Assistant Secretary of Economic Policy at the US
Treasury).
I’ve written about this analysis before (see the
May 2008 GEA for details). Here’s a short
summary: these men added up all the long-term
financial obligations that Congress has hung on
the American taxpayer.
Social Security, Medicare, Medicaid, and other
programs were all given the weight of law without
anybody ever calculating how much they would
cost over the next generation or so.
And as you probably know, these programs
are beginning to invert. One by one over the next
few years, each program will plunge into a deficit.
As Baby Boomers retire, there are fewer workers
paying into the programs, and more retirees
taking money out.
Gokhale and Smetters were the first to figure
out how far into the red these programs would
run. In their report, they revealed that the US
government was facing a $44.2 trillion deficit
(above the existing national debt).
This is the present value of the debt: the
amount we would need to pay it all off today. The
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number gets bigger the longer we wait. This
works like a mortgage on your house: the present
value is today’s payoff amount. If you choose to
make monthly payments for 30 years, the total
amount you will pay is several times today’s
present value.

Since 2002, Congress has made this problem
worse by passing a massive new prescription drug
benefit and other social-program extensions.
When Gokhale and Smetters updated their
analysis in 2005, they found the debt had risen to
$63.3 trillion.

Federal Reserve Economist Predicts Rates Will Double
The US budget deficit has blown out from 3
percent of GDP to about 13.5 percent. Yet longterm interest rates have hardly budged.
We saw earlier that this is largely due to
investor fear. But what will happen once the
“fear factor” is gone, and rates resume their
normal levels? Here we can look to a study from
the Federal Reserve.
Until recently, Thomas Laubach was ‘senior
economist’ at the Fed. During his tenure there,
he studied the effects of soaring deficits and
ballooning national debts on interest rates.
According to his work, to be “typical” again,
rates have to climb about 2.5 points to reflect
the ballooning of the US deficit over the past
year. The rising debt-to-GDP ratio will tack on
another basis point.
Add it up, and long-term rates will be about
3.5 points higher than today’s rate—which
happens to be about 3.5 points already.
In other words, Laubach’s analysis predicts
interest rates will double from current levels.
And in theory, this could happen very quickly—
once the fear factor is no longer supporting
Treasurys artificially.
Laubach’s analysis is ominous, and many
analysts want to avoid its implications. A few
people have tried to discredit it by pointing out
that Japan has blown out its budget even worse
than the US, and its rates are still at rockbottom.
There are two problems with this objection.
Number one, Japan has been mired in a deep
economic slump ever since its property bubble
burst over a decade ago. Last quarter, its
economy contracted at an annual rate of 7.2
percent, approaching depression levels. With
such economic misery, low rates are no comfort.
And second, despite its woes, Japan is in
much better shape than the US. Japan is a
producer nation, while the US is a consumer
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nation. (Our trade deficit was a staggering $673
billion last year.) And think of the contrast
between Japanese companies like Sony and
Toyota, compared to American companies like
AIG and General Motors.

Government Borrowing
Costs Will Soar
Congress and the Obama Administration
have been throwing a wild spending orgy. Even
the most die-hard Keynesian would agree that
Washington has been blowing out the budget
far above any necessary “stimulus” spending.
Washington politicians assume that the
government will always be able to borrow as
much as it wants, and pay little for the
privilege. Laubach’s work reveals this to be
false.
Instead, as the global economy recovers, our
government is going to pay a lot more. A “rate
shock” is about to hit America’s national
finances.
The government will have to pay more and
more to borrow the same amount of money. But
we’re already borrowing money to make
existing interest payments. When interest rates
leap up, we’ll have to borrow even more just to
pay the additional interest!
The more we borrow, the more we’ll have to
pay, and the more we’ll have to borrow. This is
a runaway effect—a downward spiral. Tim
Congdon of Lombard Street Research calls it
the “debt explosion.”
The Obama Administration was already
admitting its policies would create a $10 trillion
deficit over the next decade. Looks like even
that grim prediction is far too optimistic.
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According to the annual reports from the
government’s Board of Trustees for the Social
Security and Medicare programs, our long-term
deficit has gone up another $30.5 trillion since
then. That brings us up to $93.8 trillion.
The households who will pay this debt are
even fewer than we saw earlier. In addition to
poor households, we must also remove households
where the income earners have retired. (These
households will be receiving money from the
government instead of paying in.)
Over the next few decades, an average of four
million Baby Boomers will retire each year. This
leaves about 79 million households with at least
one income-earner who is above the poverty line
and below retirement age.
Dividing $93.8 trillion by 79 million means
that each household will have to pay $1,187,341
for the social benefit programs. Adding this to the
$117,248 for the national debt means that…

Your personal share of the
debt is $1,304,589!
Yes, every household in this country owes $1.3
million.
And none of this includes the ultimate cost of
the ongoing economic bailout (calculated by the
New York Times to be $12.2 trillion)… the cost of
health care reform (up to $1 trillion more)… the
US government’s share of the banking system’s
commitments in derivative security contracts (a
$400 trillion global market)… the government’s
backing of state, local, and corporate pension
programs (many of which are deeply underwater)
… and so on. All this adds up to a yet unknown
figure, but it’s multiple trillions at least.
The US has only two choices. Pay this debt, or
renege on it (declare bankruptcy). Since
bankruptcy is unthinkable, the debt will be paid.
But how?
Taxpayers can’t do it. To suggest that each
household pays an extra $1.3 million in taxes is
lunacy.
And the government can’t do it. The
government has no cash reserves. And its current
source of extra funding (borrowing) obviously
cannot be used.
This leaves only one option…

Pay the Debt
With Devalued Dollars
As many analysts have noted, the US
government can never go broke. When all else
fails, it can simply print the money it needs to pay
its debts.
The debts are denominated in dollars, after
all. And what is a dollar? It’s not a slip of green
paper. (Most dollars are never manifested
physically.) Ultimately, dollars are just blips in a
banking computer, called into existence by the
Federal Reserve System.
Yes, the government will eventually have to
pay over $100 trillion in various debts. But there’s
no standard for how much purchasing power
those dollars must represent. And there’s no limit
to how many computer-blips can be created.
For example, the government could devalue
the dollar down to a dime’s worth of purchasing
power. This would drop your household’s effective
amount of debt from $1.3 million down to
$130,000, paid over a number of years. It would
still be excruciatingly painful—but it would be
possible to pay, unlike the situation today.
It would also mean that dollar-denominated
assets—such as gold—would multiply in price by
10 times their current levels.
Of course, the dollar might not be devalued by
90 percent. Maybe the devaluation will be less, or
even more, than this.
But one thing appears certain. Over the next
few years, the dollar will be devalued.
And many foreign investors and governments
see it coming. Why else would the dollar be
plunging against foreign currencies?
I’m not talking about the euro or yen, since
Europe and Japan have problems of their own.
I’m talking about the dollar’s plunge of 23 percent
this year against the Brazilian real. And its fall of
18 percent against the Australian dollar. And its
tumble of 17 percent against the Norwegian
Krone.
What does a Norwegian Krone look like,
anyway? Most Americans wouldn’t recognize one
if they saw it. Yet investors are starting to prefer
these obscure currencies over the debt-crippled
dollar.
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Then there’s the most shocking announcement
of all…

United Nations Proclaims:
Dollar-Based System is a
Broken “Confidence Game”
This is such a jaw-dropper, I’ll reproduce the
entire news release here:
BLOOMBERG, Sep. 7: The dollar’s role in
international trade should be reduced by
establishing a new currency to protect
emerging markets from the “confidence game”
of financial speculation, the United Nations
said.
UN countries should agree on the creation
of a global reserve bank to issue the currency
and to monitor the national exchange rates of
its members, the Geneva-based UN
Conference on Trade and Development said
today in a report.
China, India, Brazil and Russia this year
called for a replacement to the dollar as the
main reserve currency after the financial
crisis sparked by the collapse of the U.S.
mortgage market led to the worst global
recession since World War II. China, the
world’s largest holder of dollar reserves, said a
supranational currency such as the
International Monetary Fund’s special
drawing rights, or SDRs, may add stability.
“There’s a much better chance of achieving
a stable pattern of exchange rates in a
multilaterally-agreed framework for
exchange-rate management,” Heiner
Flassbeck, co-author of the report and a
UNCTAD director, said in an interview from
Geneva. “An initiative equivalent to Bretton
Woods or the European Monetary System is
needed.”
Few Americans noticed this release. And
the few that read it probably didn’t pick up on the
reference to Bretton Woods.
Nevertheless, this is a shocker. Bretton Woods
refers to the set of monetary agreements forged in
1944 among the major industrial nations. The
Bretton Woods system moved the entire world
away from its previous foundation (gold), and onto
a new foundation: the US dollar.

Portfolio Update
In Update #744, we issued a recommendation
to buy Compton Petroleum (symbol CMZ).
In Update #746, we issued instructions for
subscribers who sold options on Devon Energy
(DVN), Noble Corp. (NE), and Pioneer Natural
Resources (PXD). On DVN, we rolled up our Sep.
$60 calls (symbol DVNIL) to the Oct. $60 calls
(DVNJL). On NE, we rolled up our Sep. $36 calls
(NEID) to the Oct. $36 calls (NEJD). On PXD, we
rolled up our Sep. $22.50 calls (PXDIX) to the
Oct. $25 calls (PXDJE).
In Update #747, we issued instructions for
subscribers about options on Occidental
Petroleum (OXY), Suncor Energy (SU), and XTO
Energy (XTO). On OXY, we rolled up our Sep.
$60 call (OXYIL) to the Oct. $65 (OXYJM). On
SU, we rolled up the Sep. $29 call (SXHIN) to the
Oct. $32 (SXHJK). On XTO, we rolled up our Sep.
$41 calls (XJVIO) to the Oct. $40 calls (XJVHO).
In Update #748, we issued instructions for
subscribers who sold options on Apache Corp.
(APA), Sandridge Energy (SD), Quicksilver
(KWK), ATP Oil & Gas (ATPG), and Forest Oil
(FST). On APA, we rolled up our Sep. $95 calls
(APAIS) to the Oct. $100 calls (APAJT). On SD,
we rolled up our Sep. $10 calls (SDIB) to the Oct.
$12.50 calls (SDVV). On KWK, we rolled up our
Sep. $12.50 calls (KWKIV) to the Oct. $12.50
calls (KWKJV). On ATPG, we rolled up our Sep.
$10 calls (HKUIB) to the Oct. $12.50 calls
(HKUJV). On FST, we rolled up our Sep. $17.50
calls (FAHIW) to the Oct. $17.50 calls (FAHJW).
In Update #749, we issued instructions on
options for Energy Exploration & Production ETF
(XOP), Suncor Energy (SU), and XTO Energy
(XTO). On XOP, we rolled up the Sep. $35 calls
(XOAII) to the Oct. $35 (XOAJI). On SU and
XTO, we let the options expire, and kept the
premiums.
In Update #751, we issued hedging
instructions for subscribers who own Gulf Island
Fabrication (GIFI). We sold the Oct. $20 calls
(GQIJD) against our position.
In Update #752, we issued new
recommendations for Berry Petroleum (BRY),
Encore Acquisition (EAC), and Suncor Energy
(SU). On BRY, we sold short the November
$22.50 puts (BRYWX). On EAC, we sold short the
Oct. $35 puts (EACVG). On SU, we sold short the
Oct. $32 puts (SXHVK).
In Update #755, we added to our positions
with Anadarko Petroleum (APC), Occidental
Petroleum (OXY), and Devon Energy (DVN). On
APC, we sold short the Oct. $55 puts (AZWWK).
On OXY, we sold short the Oct. $70 put
(OXYVN). On DVN, we sold short the Nov. $60
puts (DVNWL).

continued on page 10
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Amazing Roman Gold Discovered
by James DiGeorgia

on’t be deceived: the U.S. is experiencing a
“rally in a bear market.” That’s the advice of
highly regarded Wall Street analyst (and U.S.
Senatorial candidate) Peter Schiﬀ, who predicts
that gold will hit $5,000.
Schiﬀ's forecast is based on his view that the
U.S. dollar is going to collapse under the weight
of our massive deficit and the reckless policies of the
Obama administration. He compares these to the
massive spending programs of the 1960s, which
paved the way for gold's ascent in the 1970s.
Remember that gold went up by more than
10 times during the 1970s.
Schiﬀ is one of the few analysts on Wall
Street who are really paying attention to the fate
of the dollar. Unfortunately, along with most
other gold analysts, Schiﬀ recommends gold
ETFs (exchange traded funds) as a good
investment. I think he’s dead wrong here. The
only way to buy gold is to physically take
possession of it. If the yellow metal hits $5,000
an ounce, these ETFs will go the way of Bear
Stearns. I believe they’re a house of cards.

D

How to Make
500-10,000 Percent Profits
in Gold
I’m often asked how I’ve made such large
returns in the gold markets—not just once, but
over and over again.

BREAKING NEWS, September 2009
LONG BEACH, CA: Over 9,000 bidders
clamored to buy rare coins and currency in
Heritage Auction Galleryʼs combined auction.
Eager buyers paid a total of $3.2 million for
Heritageʼs Ancient and world coins.
One particular highlight of the auction: A
gold octadrachm from the Ptolemaic Kingdom in
ancient Greece (circa 222 B.C.) sold for
$11,500.
Note that this coin was only in Extremely
Fine condition. The Roman coins youʼre reading
about in this special report are in far superior
condition: Almost Uncirculated and Mint State.

Gaius Julius Caesar, Roman general
and ʻperpetual dictatorʼ of the Roman Republic

Th e a n s we r i s s i m p l e. I d e n t i f y t h e
investments that will get red-hot when the
market takes oﬀ—and then get in early.
For example, I made 500-10,000 percent in
Russian Rarities. Those gold coins were being
heavily undervalued by the market.
I knew this wouldn’t last—so I moved in.
And the rest is history.
The Russian gold play is over now, of course.
But other opportunities have taken its place.
Here’s a new one that I believe has
tremendous potential...
Roman Gold Coins
from an Ally of Caesarʼs Assassin
I just purchased some remarkable Roman
gold coins from Europe. I’ve been chasing these
coins for six months—they have everything a
gold investor should be looking for in a gold
coin.
These are gold staters (the wages paid to
soldiers of the Roman Empire). They’re slightly
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smaller than a U.S. $5 gold coin,
so they’re a nice size.
These particular staters
were struck in the first century
B.C., somewhere in ancient
Thrace (west of today’s Black
Sea). Their design suggests a
connection to the Roman
general Brutus—the
infamous leader of Julius
Caesar's assassins.
For years, these coins were a
mystery. Finally, famed scholar
Theodor Mommsen (author of
over 1,000 works and winner of
the Nobel Prize in Literature
for his multi-volume History of
Rome) identified them as the
coins of a Thracian king named
These Gold Roman Staters have been
Koson, an ally of Brutus.

Mark Antony. At the battle of
Philippi in October of 42 B.C.,
the Caesarian armies defeated
Brutus and he fell on his sword.
His oﬃcers and soldiers either
surrendered or scattered, some
of them likely burying for
safekeeping the gold coins
Brutus had paid them. These
hurried attempts to preserve
their wealth may account for
present-day finds of Koson gold
staters. It may also account for
the extraordinary condition of
these pieces—the ones in this
group range from Almost
Uncirculated to Mint State
condition, even after 2,000
years underground.
These coins are exceptionally
g r a d e d a n d c e r t i fi e d b y N G C rare, and exceptionally wellThese Coins are Dazzling (Numismatic Guaranty Corporation).
The connection to Brutus is Third-party certification created preserved. They are worthy of
also suggested by the coin’s explosive trade volume in the modern being included in the ancient
obverse image: A Roman coin market. Now that NGC is starting collection housed at the Louvre
certify Ancient coins too, this market Museum in Par is or the
Consul walking in a procession, to
promises to multiply in size as well.
Smithsonian in the United States.
flanked by two lictors (oﬃcial
Surprisingly, these coins
bodyguards) carrying the fasces, symbol of
are very inexpensive. They range in price from
Roman authority. Brutus used nearly the same
$2,750 to $4,995. I have been able to obtain
design on a coin he issued in 54 B.C., during
only 110 specimens, and these gorgeous coins
his term as mint magistrate.
(with their 2,000 year history) are going to sell
Some also carry a
out very quickly. These are VERY RARE.
monogram: the Latin
To reserve your Brutus Koson Gold Staters
letters B and R, again
call one of my gold specialists at Finest Known,
suggesting Brutus. The
LLC. Call toll-free:
reverse design depicts
a Roman-looking
eagle clutching in its
talons a wreath, symbolic
of victory.
The date of issue is likely
43-42 B.C., when Brutus
was moving his army
through the Balkans
region toward a final
showdown with Julius
C a e s a r ’s h e i r s a n d
Marcus Junius Brutus, successors, Octavian and
Roman general &
assassin of Caesar

1-866-697-4653

Coins enlarged to show detail. Note: there are no
guarantees these coins will increase in value. Please read
our full disclosure about the risks of rare coin investing at
www.FinestKnown.com.
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Bretton Woods established the greenback as
the world’s reserve currency. For more than half a
century, governments and central banks have
kept massive hoards of dollars as backing for
their own currencies. Not only that, the dollar
became the foundation of international trade.
Bretton Woods is the main reason that the US
has been able to get away with massive, willful
deficit spending, year after year after year. When
the entire world is obligated to accept your green
paper as money, you can print as much of it as
you want.
But that era is rapidly drawing to a close. The
world is tired of having billions of pieces of green
paper crammed down its throat. Other
governments are tired of “investing” in dollars
and Treasurys, only to watch as the US inflates
away the value of their assets. The only surprise
is why it’s taken this long for other nations to
rebel against this arrangement.
Now that the dollar’s days are numbered, we
must ask: What will replace the dollar as the
world’s reserve asset?
I expect multiple assets will assume this role:
Gold, the euro, the yen, and… the yuan!

The Rise of China
In the July issue, I wrote of China’s quiet
preparations to make its currency a competitor
for the dollar. Shortly afterward, several other
media outlets wrote about the same thing,
including Time magazine.
China is already the third largest economy in
the world. It will probably pass Japan next year,
and will thus be second only to the United States.
Currently, the yuan (China’s currency) is used
little outside of China itself. But China and Hong
Kong have launched a new framework. Hong
Kong banks can now settle cross-border trade in
yuan.
Note that Hong Kong is one of the world’s
biggest financial centers.
China has also forged “swap agreements” with
at least six nations so far. These allow their
central banks to obtain yuan, which can then be
used for international trade.
HSBC economist Qu Hongbin recently wrote,
“The internationalization of the renminbi has
become a leading item on the policy agenda.” Qu
believes the yuan could become one of the top
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three currencies in the world in the next 2 years,
with as much as $2 trillion in trade transacted
each year.
That’s a huge loss of “market share” for the
dollar. It reduces demand for the greenback,
which will drain away its value.
As the article in Time said, “A global role for
the yuan appears inevitable.” And while this is
happening, there’s also…

China’s Massive Purchases
of Gold
China has roughly one-quarter of the world’s
entire population. And this nation has started to
buy gold in extraordinary quantities.
Nine years ago, Chinese gold reserves stood at
394 tonnes (metric tons). That rose to 500 tonnes
in 2001 and to 600 tonnes in 2003. Then the
purchases stopped.
Now they’ve resumed with a vengeance.
Earlier this year, it was revealed that China’s
gold reserves had jumped up to 1,054 tonnes.
As Julian Phillips at Gold Forecast noted, this
revelation destroys the hopes of Western central
bankers. Gold was supposed to be a “barbarous
relic.” We were supposed to be in a new era,
where electronic blips in a banker’s computer
somehow had value, and governments could
inflate their monetary bases forever with no
consequences.
That fantasy has now vanished. Western
governments are waking up to a harsh reality.
While we have thrown ourselves into hopeless
debt bondage—at $1.3 million per household!—
the Chinese have quietly prepared to take over
the financial leadership of the world. As China
rises, the dollar will fall.
The world’s financial structure is going to
change drastically over the next few years. And
one of its new leaders is making a clear
commitment to gold as a foundational asset.
No wonder that gold set new price records last
month, and again this month.
Five short years ago, when gold was at $330
and I predicted $1,000, people laughed. Nobody’s
laughing now.
Now I’m predicting $2,500. We’ll see how
rapidly it gets there. I have a feeling its speed will
surprise everyone—even me!
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